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       Spring 2015 
 

     CHAIRMAN’S NOTES 
Getting Involved  
Peter Richardson and Ray Jones do excellent work putting together our outdoor programmes 
and, for those of you who rarely attend these events, I strongly recommend that you do.  Why?!  
If you don’t go you will never know what you’re missing!  A case in point for me was a visit to 

Braunton Burrows (not far from Barnstaple) when, several years ago and without any idea of the 
treat that was in store for me, I joined a MDNHS visit to this remarkable site.  Not only are the 

Burrows the largest sand dune system in the UK , they have over 400 species of flowering plant, 
11 species of orchid, over half the UK’s butterflies species and they were used to practise for the 
Normandy landings in the Second World War!  

 
Whilst we can’t promise such a variety of species on all our visits, you too are probably blissfully 

unaware of many of the wonderful wildlife sites local to us, some not far from Tiverton. Over the 
next few months MDNHS  visits include: 
 

 a stunning display of bluebells set in glorious oak woodland in Buzzards, a National Trust 
property, less than two miles from Tiverton. 

 the RSPB reserve at Aylesbeare Common, near Sidmouth, with a good chance of seeing a 
number of reptiles (adders included but don’t let that put you off!). Dartford warblers    
are regularly seen on the reserve.   

 the Tiverton Canal to watch, listen to and learn about bats. 
 Devon Badger Watch with a chance to get 

“nose-to-nose” with brock (behind 
glass!). 

 

The visits will not only take you to some new 
places of wildlife interest, you will be in the 

company of fellow members of the society who 
have a wide range of interest in, and knowledge 
of, the natural world and they will be very 

willing to share what they know with you.     
 

I will be making the effort “to get out and 
about”   more.  Will you?  

        Female adder on Hawkerland  Common 
                                                          (next to Aylesbeare Common) 
               (photo by Malcolm Randle)   

 
Stephen Powles 
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Articles 

An Alaskan Summer (all photos by Liz Rogers) 

I’ve always been drawn to places with coastal mountains, forests and lots of wildlife, and this 
summer I fulfilled an ambition to travel to the North West Pacific coast of the USA, going by 

small boat through the Inside Passage of South East Alaska.  Hearing about this plan, my friends 
said things like  “Why do you want to go somewhere cold?”.  Well, Alaska turned out to be not 

only hot and dry half the time, but also absolutely spectacular whatever the weather!  
 
We boarded our boat in Petersburg (founded by a Norwegian in 1897), and spent nine days 

sailing north to Juneau, and then back south and west to Sitka, the old Russian capital in Alaska. 
We were hoping to see whales, brown bears, Steller’s sea lions and bald eagles in particular, but 

were also aware of Alaska’s changeable weather – so we picked June/July as our travel time. 
This meant we missed the salmon run (and bears fishing for them), but were more likely to have 
good weather and see more whales. And so it proved! After leaving Petersburg, we headed for a 

narrow strait called Endicott Arm, and thence to an even narrower inlet called Ford’s Terror 
(because of a fearsome rip tide at the entrance if you mistime it). There we moored overnight 

amongst the most magnificent scenery – with a bear on the beach, eagles in the trees and 
porpoises in the water. We joined them in a kayak. Glass-still the following morning, this was 
my favourite place. 

 
Emerging once more into Endicott Arm, we headed 

south east along to its terminus at Dawes Glacier, 
close to the Canadian border. Floating past us 
all the time were small icebergs, with various 

locals on them – harbour seals and mew 
gulls. The bergs were white and deepest 

blue, and came in all shapes and sizes, 
often looking like hand-made ice 

sculptures. As we approached the snout of 
the glacier, it got colder and colder, we 
went slower and slower to avoid the 

bergs, and became aware of huge chunks 
of ice ‘calving’ into the sea, creating shock 

waves that rocked our boat.  Not another 
human soul was around to join us, except 
some kayakers that we passed on the way.  

Such was the advantage of not visiting the 
larger, but mainstream, tourist destination  of  

Glacier Bay, where the large cruise ships go. This  
we flew over later, and marvelled at its vastness  
from the air. 

              Mt. Denali, Wonder Lake 
Moving north west back up Endicott Arm into Stephen’s          Denali National Park    

Passage, we saw several humpback whales, one of which ‘spy-hopped’ near the boat. Later that 
day, we arrived in Juneau which is the only US state capital that has no access roads through its 
surrounding mountains and glaciers; but the sea does not freeze, so it can always be reached by 

boat or sea plane. Juneau was the first town to be founded after Alaska was bought by the US 
from Russia  in 1867,  and was the site of the first  major gold strike in 1880.       Climbing   Mt. 

Roberts, above Juneau, in glorious sunshine provided us with spectacular views, and an 
introduction to some of the flora of Alaska. Here were nootka lupines, Alaskan violets and 
chocolate lilies (fritillaries), various species of Rubus and Erica, plus dwarf and tree-sized 

dogwoods (Cornus).   Enormous western hemlocks and Sitka spruce provided the majestic tree 
cover (nice to see Sitka spruce in its true glory, not in plantations in the UK), with tiny 

wintergreens underneath (shy maiden, Monesis uniflora). 
 
After Juneau, we headed for Icy Strait and the settlement of Hoonah on Chichagof Island. Here 
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we met the descendants of the famous warrior tribe, the Tlingits, who have lived in South East  
Alaska for centuries.  It was they who fought the Russian fur traders in Sitka in the 18th and 19th 
centuries. Tlingit people have a rich story-telling tradition, expressed in carved totem poles and 

dances. Raven and Eagle are totemic animals for them, so it was appropriate to discern several 
ravens and eagles perched about the place! We saw one of their dances, telling the story of 

Raven’s trickery to steal the sun, which brought light to the people.  
 

Moving on from Hoonah through spectacular scenery, via the tiny 

settlement of Tenakee Springs, we saw more bears on the shore, 
bald eagles and one or two Steller’s sea lions. The most 

unexpected sighting was of rufous hummingbirds at sugar 
feeders in Tenakee Springs! This is the only hummingbird species 

to make it so far north. Heading south and west, in the 
ominously-named Peril Strait, and much to our excitement, we 
saw a pod of three orcas (killer whales) very close to the boat, 

one of which did a dramatic breach and back-flip. The huge 
dorsal  fin  (at least 1m) of the male coursed back and forth, and 

we could see how researchers can identify individual orcas by their 
dorsal markings.      The next day, we made it to Sitka through the 

       Peril   Strait  narrows, coming  into   the  port  past  the  volcanic  Mt 

  Edgecumbe, and getting a distant view of a lone sea otter as we did so. 
      Shooting Star      It was the fine sea otter pelts that tempted  Russian fur traders  to 

Dodecatheon frigidum    Alaska in the first  place, but as so often,  the otter populations were 
      (primula family)       eventually decimated – and the next rush was for gold. 
          

 
From the stunningly beautiful islands and waters of South East Alaska, we flew north over 

Glacier Bay to Anchorage. From there, we drove to Denali National Park and Wilderness Area, 
dominated by the huge and awesome Mt. Denali (or Mt. McKinley – the highest mountain in 
North America at 20,320 ft). Catching tantalising glimpses of the mountain through the clouds 

as we approached Denali National Park, we didn’t see it in its full glory until we were 90 miles 
into the park, and the weather cleared.  On the journey in, we marvelled at the vast landscape 

with its mountains, braided rivers and tundra.  We were eventually above the tree-line, and saw 
caribou, brown bears, moose, ground squirrels, snowshoe hares and golden eagles as we went. 
Our two days in the Wilderness Area were taken up 

with canoeing on Wonder Lake, and walking into the 
glacial moraines of the foothills of the Alaskan 

Range – all done in glorious sunshine (and 
mosquitos!).   Alaskans refer to mosquitos as the 
‘State Bird’.       

           
Apart from our all-too-fleeting glimpses of 

impressive large mammals, the highlight for me 
was the tundra wildflowers, seen against stunningly 
beautiful scenery. Dwarf willows, particularly Arctic 

willow, and various blueberries and cranberries 
form the shrubby vegetation. Amongst these are a 

host of herbaceous species growing close to the 
ground. Some examples, among many, are: 

shooting stars, purple saxifrage, alpine azalea, 
lousewort & vetch species. New to me were 
Labrador tea (Ericaceae), bear flower (a large 

saxifrage eaten by bears), Eskimo potato (a pea, 
also eaten by bears), river beauty (a dwarf willow-

herb) and pink plumes (Polygonaceae). I could go 
on! I discovered that several tundra species also 
occur on the tops of  the  Scottish mountains,  e.g.     Female moose at Denali National Park    

mountain avens,  Dryas octopetala.      
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If you’ve ever been caught in a blizzard on the Cairngorms, you will not be surprised by their 
similarity to the Alaskan tundra! 
 

On our last journey out of Denali National Park, there were more wildlife delights, especially a  
large herd of caribou traversing a hillside far away. Travellers all, we headed away from them 

and back to Anchorage.  But there was one more surprise on the way – right beside the 
highway, oblivious to the traffic, were two female moose feeding on water plants in a small lake. 
It was our last outing of the cameras, and, for once, we didn’t need our zoom lenses! 

 
Liz Rogers. 

 
Nature Notes – Monitoring Mammals along the Tiverton Canal  

(photos by David Brabban) 
Those who walk along the canal towpath will no doubt have noticed one or more of the seven 

mammal rafts which are distributed along the canal from 
Warnicombe  to Lowdwells.  Originally, nine were installed in 

2009 as part of a project promoting the recovery of water 
vole populations of East Devon but two were badly damaged 
when the canal was breached in 2012.   Each raft is 1.2m 

long and 60cm wide with a raised tunnel at the centre. 
Protected by the tunnel is a clay tracking cartridge (kept 

moist by water from the canal) and any wildlife walking 
through the tunnel leaves a ‘footprint’ as it does so.  Each raft 
is checked once a month by a volunteer.   

 
It has been 

encouraging to    
find     regular 
visits   to   the 

rafts are made 
 Raft at Ebear out of water        by otters, most  

  with tracks and spraint      frequently towards 
the eastern end of the canal where very 
occasional day-time sightings have been 

reported.  Otter spraint is often left on top of the 
raft.  Rodents are ubiquitous and common while 

there are very occasional signs of mink.  
Unfortunately there has been no evidence of 
water voles which have been absent from the canal   Prints in clay at Ebear with two otter 

since the 1990s.                                                             one rat and some bird damage 
 

Some water birds do visit – they seem to be attracted by macro invertebrates, such as small 
worms, living in the clay and will often remove a significant amount of clay in their search for 
food.  The monitoring records give the Canal Ranger Service a better picture of where water 

mammals are active on the canal and the data is also passed on to the Devon Biodiversity 
Records Office in Exeter. 

David Brabban 

Brown Hairstreaks in Stockleigh Pomeroy. (photos by Liz Rogers) 

On September 17th I was walking along a luxurious hedge on East Coombe Farm, Stockleigh 
Pomeroy (SS888039) when an orange butterfly caught my eye. I instantly realised it was one 
I’d never seen before.  Looking closer, I saw a female brown hairstreak with her wings closed, 

showing the orange underside, and disappearing under a hazel leaf.  Luckily, I had my camera 
with me, so when she reappeared and opened her wings in the sun, I got a photo of her.  Not 

being a butterfly expert, I did not immediately identify her. Had I known at that moment how 
rare brown hairstreaks are in the UK as a whole, I’d have stayed around and taken more photos 
– as it was, I continued walking!  It wasn’t until I got home that I realised the significance of the 

sighting.           
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Not long after,  George Maunder and  I    
decided to look for brown hairstreak eggs, 
starting from the position of my original 

sighting.  The female I saw was only a few 
feet away from many blackthorn bushes of 

all ages, and within a few minutes, we had 
found two eggs (see photo). Over two 
hours, we worked our way along the hedge 

in both directions, finding a total of twelve 
eggs on blackthorn facing south and west. 

Later, I checked blackthorn in south and 
west facing hedges in fields to the east of 

the original butterfly sighting, and found 
eleven more eggs on mature and young 
blackthorn.   The highlight was finding     

eggs in three successive axils along one  Brown hairstreak butterfly(f) 
branch.  We plan to search further afield  

once the  blackthorn leaves have  fallen.   
  
The find was reported to the Devon Branch of Butterfly Conservation,      Egg on blackthorn 

and at their Annual Meeting,  the retiring Chairman, Roger Bristow,             
gave us some more information and a map of previous sightings in the general area of 

Stockleigh Pomeroy.  We also read in Jeremy Thomas's book on butterflies that brown 
hairstreaks are thought to still be found "in Devon between the Moors".  So we plan to widen 
our search.  Blackthorn hedges are the key to caterpillar survival, and if we could persuade 

farmers not to trim hedges in this area so hard or frequently, it would be a huge advantage for 

this lovely butterfly - the largest of our hairstreaks. 
Liz Rogers & George Maunder 

Roliphants Report (photos by Alan Hopkins) 

From March to December 2014 we followed 
Sparky`s development from kid to young buck. 
During that time he moved from small to larger 

aviary pens and finally into a large open pen 
with coppiced area and a small pond and stream 

from where we planned to release him when he 
seemed ready. It was always possible that he 
would find an exit if he wanted to, and this he 

did on the evening of December 13th.  I had 
been supplementary feeding soaked sugar beet 

shreds and browse (tree and hedge prunings ivy 
etc) which he looked forward to each morning 
responding predictably when called. Since 

leaving he was seen on December 26th close by 
two other roe deer in the area where he was 

born near the eastern farm boundary. He was  
seen again  on  January 11th 2015 near 
Chevithorne, approximately  one  mile  west  of 

       Sparky, not long before he left             Roliphants. 
               (photo by Alan Hopkins) 

From July 9th until September 15th I was involved with my sister, Sue Runicles,  in camera 
trapping and filming hedgehog activity, next door at Lower Fordlands.  A nesting female had 

been discovered on July 8th  by a visitor’s dog in one of the shrub beds, and had pulled out one 
tiny infant probably about 7-10 days old.  It was unharmed and quickly replaced in the nest with 
two others.  The nest comprised bundles of grass etc in a slight depression in the ground under 

shrubs.   We began observation and infra red filming the following evening, starting at dusk.  
We were relieved to see the parent appear, taking food that had been put out, and going to and 

from the nest; all appeared to be well. 
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Over the following weeks we continued filming and camera trapping until weaning was complete 
and the hedgehogs dispersed. I had 
purchased a portable borescope (a type of 

industrial endoscope for looking into cavity 
walls and pipe work etc) from  Maplin  so 

that we could see inside the nest without 
disturbance.  However, by the time it 
arrived the female had moved her litter 

further into denser shrub undergrowth.  We 
continued offering food and experimented 

with different items, (not just tinned cat or 
dog food) including dead chicks, mice and 

snails. Many other creatures also used the 
area including wood mice, rat, fox, and cat. 
There were direct confrontations with fox.  

 
About this time I became aware of bat 

activity near our conservatory so I used the 
borescope to examine behind the weather      Camera trap photo of fox with hedgehog 
boarding . This revealed two bats and a smaller one,  presumably a juvenile.  From then on I set 

up external cameras to record activity without disturbance. This established that 11 bats were 
using the site as a summer breeding site.  More details of these events are available. The 

borescope is also useful for checking nest boxes without the need to open them, and possibly 
investigating rodent holes etc. 
 

February  6th A sunny day but very cold; a great diving beetle is spotted moving slowly under 
the ice having emerged from the muddy depths. Spring is not far off and when this cold spell 

breaks the frogs will be here.  I hope it will be a good year for our amphibians as the last two 
have seen much less breeding activity of frogs and toads than usual.  
                                                                                                 Alan Hopkins 

Missed it! . . .  
. . . and you probably have. The sudden explosive flight from rain and frost flattened bracken 

takes a couple of seconds to recover from, and then turn to trace the jinking flight through 

coppice or trees. 
  

It could have been one of the 40,000 resident woodcock in this country but more likely it was 
part of the large annual influx from Scandinavia and Siberia; which grace us with their winter 
presence rather than starve in their frozen homeland. The milder and wetter maritime climate of 

the western part of the UK allows them to feed freely in muddy and 
marshy ground and amongst hazel and particularly 

alder and willow coppice which will remain largely 
unaffected by frost. The bill probes deeply for 
worms, insects, larvae and freshwater 

molluscs, the tip of the upper mandible being 
flexible and rich in sensitive nerve endings. 

When a worm is located it is drawn out, the bill 
is pointed upwards, the worm is laid full length 

down the bill and swallowed – blink -  and  you’ve  

missed  it yet again. 
             Woodcock in flight (internet photo)       

Feeding in normal circumstances is at dawn and dusk. During daytime the variegated 
colouration of browns, blacks, russets and buff renders the resting bird invisible against a 
background of dead bracken, leaves and damp earth. Stripes run across rather than along the 

head and the disproportionately large eyes are situated centrally on either side of the skull 
allowing all round vision and the ability to remain frozen until escape is forced. 

 
Plumage is identical for both sexes but during the nesting season males will patrol or “rode”  
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their woodland territories at dawn and dusk. The female secretes herself in dense undergrowth 
where she will lay 4 eggs in a shallow scrape and remain unobtrusive until her chicks can run. 
 

Difficult to flush, man required the assistance of dog as well as gun. Not officially recognized as 
a breed until 1892 cockers originated from springer spaniels.  In a single litter the pups would 

be separated; the larger became springers, the medium sussex and the runts were destined to 
become cockers, flushers of woodcock. 
 

In a kinder and more responsible world, tails are now docked only rarely; no consideration for 
woodcock though.   

                 David Leader 

Meeting Reports. 

 
Powderham Castle Fallow Deer Rut -  7th of October 2014 
The trip to Powderham castle was a great success. We had a picnic with birds all around us, 
including willow warblers and a large number of pied wagtails. There was also a generous 

display of insects and Fungi.  
 
Despite two heavy rain showers, the "Tractor 

Train" trip went ahead through Powderham's 220 
acre deer park.  The fallow deer virtually ignore  

you, as they are disturbed as seldom as possible, 
apart from the tractor trips, to which they have 
become accustomed. 

 
We only saw one instance of jousting between the 

bucks, but lots of sniffing the air and pawing the 
ground, as well as side by side promenading to 
assess each other’s strength. We did hear lots of 

roaring between the rival males  and were very 
amused at a small first year pricket  which  had  

more of a squeak than a roar.   
 
Afterwards there  was  a  generous  cream  tea           

included in the ticket price.                                         Fallow deer bucks at Powderham 
             (photo by Peter Richardson) 

 
Peter Richardson 

 
17th October 2014  Roger Avery    “Spiders” 
Whilst most of us delight in the more spectacular and charismatic birds, butterflies, and blooms, 

Roger always encourages us to look more closely at creatures we often overlook or even avoid. 
He has done this previously with presentations on worms and ants. On this occasion he turned 

our attention to spiders. Spiders belong to the class arachnid;  arthropods with four pairs of 
legs. Their near relatives are ticks and mites, harvestmen, and perhaps surprisingly, scorpions 
and pseudo scorpions.  

 
 Of the hundreds of species in Europe alone most of us are familiar with only a few such as the 

garden cross spider, the large house spider, and the cobweb spiders. In general most people 
prefer to leave them alone, fearful that they may bite which some certainly can. The body 
consists of two parts,  a fused head and thorax, protected by a hardened carapace, and a softer 

abdomen,  which often shows characteristic patterns dorsally.  Even so species identification can 
be challenging, and often needs microscopic examination. Most species do not have common 

names. Roger therefore mostly concentrated on common anatomical features and the diverse 
behaviour and hunting strategies which can be observed. Spiders are carnivorous, feeding 
mainly on other arthropods which are killed by the venom injecting fangs and the liquidised 

contents of the victim sucked out leaving an empty carcase. The only other mouthparts are the  
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sensitive palps which in the male are enlarged and also used to transfer sperm into the female’s 
genitalia at mating. Mating with several females may be completed but ultimately the male is 
usually eaten by the much larger female. Observation indicates that vision in spiders is excellent 

and vital for hunting. Paired simple eyes are at the front of the head usually six or eight in total. 
Silk is produced by glands in the abdomen and may be of several types according to its use. Silk 

is a protein which has unique properties of strength and elasticity as well as being sticky. 
Spiders use it in many ways;  as web snares (orb webs, mats, retreat tubes) to wrap prey, as a 
protective housing for the egg sac and newly hatched spiderlings (nursery tent), to aid aerial 

dispersal (ballooning)  and as drag lines for rescue purposes. Producing silk is costly and some 
webs are easily damaged and regularly replaced.  Orb webs 

seldom last long and are usually consumed and the silk 
recycled as a new web. At the other extreme many 

cobwebs which have no design structure persist and 
are added to. Spiders are usually close to their 
webs, concealed legs extended to detect any 

telltale vibration on its ensnaring mesh. The water 
spider is unique in that it lives an almost totally 

aquatic existence, using silk to build a submerged 
bell-like retreat containing air, in which prey is 
consumed and breeding and overwintering  all 

take place.  Chemists have succeeded in producing 
artificial silk but it is still not as good as the real 

thing.  Many insects produce and utilize silk but 
spiders, as we have seen, demonstrate so well its diverse  
uses.  

  Crab spider (photo by Alan Hopkins) 
Not all spiders use webs to ensnare prey. Some rely on speed, e.g. wolf spiders, and jumping 

spiders which hunt at ground level, raft spiders which hunt on the water surface of ponds, and 
crab spiders concealed in flowers to ambush visiting insects. Finally Roger mentioned some 
experiments with orb web spiders which, when exposed to narcotic drugs, it disrupted the 

nervous system to the extent that they could not construct their normal web. However, spiders 
taken into space were unaffected by weightlessness and behaved normally.  

 
Whilst it seems unlikely that many members will be rushing to seek out spiders perhaps, when 
they do come across them, they will be more inclined to take a closer look, and query their 

identity.  If so then the Collins Field Guide “Spiders of Britain & Europe”is a mine of information 
on these often feared and misunderstood creatures. Thank you Roger for introducing them to us 

                                                                        Alan Hopkins 

 

Exmoor Mires Restoration Project 
Dr David Smith manages the Exmoor Mires Restoration Project for South West Water.  He began 

by explaining that a mire refers to any wet area which on Exmoor is mainly blanket bog.  This is 
a rare habitat and in many places on Exmoor has 
become somewhat degraded as the upper layer of 

peat dries out.  The project, begun in 1998 by the 
National Park but under SWW since 2006, aims to 

re-wet the moor by blocking the many ditches 
which run across it.  A related project on 
Dartmoor is designed to limit the erosion of peat 

where it is badly exposed and to stop the spread 
of such areas. 

 
The main aim of the work has been to improve 
the habitat but there are additional benefits 

relating to the rate of flow of water from the   
  Sphagnum moss                   mires into the River Exe while carbon storage should   

    (photo by David Brabban)         be improved as  the peat  becomes wetter and  new  
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sphagnum mosses grow.  Much is being done to monitor the effect of the blocks,  with several  
university research projects and regular surveys, both from the air and by more traditional 
ground based techniques.  The research is far from complete but there is already evidence that 

the flow of water after a downpour is reduced while the base rate has increased, meaning that 
less has to be done further downstream at, for example, Wimbleball Lake.   One interesting 

investigation has looked at the effects on farming but 
the animals seem happy to negotiate the blocks 
and wet areas while the farmers benefit from 

payments related to carbon storage. 
 

It was encouraging to hear of the positive effects 
on the flora and fauna.  One of the birds to 

benefit has been the snipe where the number of 
breeding pairs has risen significantly.  Dragonflies 
have done very well, with large numbers of 

Common Hawker and Black Darter found around 
the many pools which are created by the blocks.  

Changes to the flora near the blocks is monitored 
with a transect at right angles to the ditch being 
surveyed before the block is made and again a 

few years later.   Recent results show that in five          Black darter Sympetrum danae 

out of  seven such transects  there has  been an    (internet photo) 

increase in positive indicators such as sphagnum mosses and sedges with a corresponding 
decrease in negative indicators such as heather (calluna) and some grasses. 
 

In conclusion,  David explained that the project has brought significant benefits to water users in 
the Exe catchment, and to users of Exmoor, but with a cost to the consumer of only a few pence 

per annum. 
David Brabban 

21st November 2014    Dr  Rhys Goodhead  - Exeter University 
Basically this presentation considered the various environmental challenges currently affecting 
our fauna and in particular those for which human activity is responsible. When a species, 

particularly an iconic one such as the cuckoo, shows a serious consistent 
decline it begs the question “Why?”   This led to studies 

conducted at Venford Reservoir on Dartmoor and obviously 
led also to an intensive study of its most commonly 

parasitized host the Meadow Pipit. Clearly anything 

affecting the Meadow Pipit was likely to have 
implications for the Cuckoo.  So what has changed in 

recent years?  Climate change and its effect on insect 
food availability is crucial for many breeding birds 
including the Meadow Pipit and their young.  Breeding 

start, hatching, and fledging dates are often critical 
and the effects of predators (corvids, raptors, adders)  

all have impacts along with local weather and land 
management. These are some of the factors to consider 

and it is obvious that there is often no simple 

explanation for the decline of many species.   In short 
there are many complex interactions. 

 
                As a mammalian example  Rhys related  his study on the 

            Meadow pipit             possible effects of wind turbines on bats.  The proliferation  
         (photo by Malcolm Randle)   of turbines is widespread and Devon already has some large 
installations.   Devon is also regarded as a top county for bats.  So do turbines kill bats? Records 

from France and Germany in particular indicate that they do, but so far little monitoring has 
been done in the UK.  Most attention is now directed to collecting and recording dead bats on 

the ground under these wind farms.  Most bats are quite small so finding the carcases before  
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they are scavenged is challenging and on scrubland , rough pasture and moors, it is usually 
beyond human capability. Fortunately dogs can be trained to detect dead bats with great 
accuracy and speed. Conclusions so far are speculative and give rise to certain questions; -  are 

bats attracted to tall structures? Is there  acoustic attraction?  are these good foraging sites?  
are these on migration routes? Or is it just a random event?   To date most wind farm sites have 

low casualty rates,  pipistrelles, noctules and serotines being the main casualties.  
  
Moving on,  Rhys introduced us to Nanoparticles. They are minute particles of elements or 

compounds between  1- 100 nanometer s (1 nanometer= 1 billionth of a meter], and invisible to 
the optical microscope.  Nanoparticles behave quite differently from the larger amounts of the 

same substance, being highly reactive. Some are natural such as fine dust raining down from 
space into the atmosphere,  but of most importance are those manmade by a variety of physical 

and chemical processes. These synthetic nanoparticles are used in a variety of manufacturing  
processes as catalysts, in building materials,  in pharmaceuticals and drug delivery systems, in 
optics, and electronics.  Many end up in the environment, in water, the sea, and the air, and the  

 

  Silver nanoparticles which are under    Nanoparticles used in fertiliser which may 
           research to fight bacteria          possibly be causing damage to soil 

                       (photos and information obtained from internet by M Randle) 
 
body, where their interactions need to be understood.  Some nanoparticles could be harmful so  

eco  nanotoxicology (the study of the toxicity of nanomaterials.) is born!  For more information 
on nanoparticles the Wikipedia website is a good start point.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia 

 
Finally we were taken to another area of research with which we could readily identify:- 
manmade chemical pollutants of which there are thousands in the environment.  For example, 

Diiclofenac,  which has been known to cause vulture deaths in India is one that has  made news 
in recent years.   Rhys concentrated our minds on something less obvious; hormone disrupters, 

pollutants which contaminate the environment insidiously.   Some of these are structurally 
similar to natural hormones; oestrogens, anti oestrogens, androgens, and anti androgens, which 
directly affect the balance of sex hormones. The widespread use of hormone replacement 

therapy and contraceptive hormones in humans and animals inevitably leads to leakage into the 
environment.  Other substances in widespread industrial use also affect the endocrine system. 

PCBs  (Pentachlorophenol) used in insecticides, herbicides etc  are thyroid disrupters. TBT 
(Tributyltin) was widely used in antifouling paint on boats.  Banned in the UK since 1987 and in 
the EU from 2008, TBT can remain in the ecosystem for up to 30 years so a lot of the south 

west coast is still affected.   In dog whelks this resulted in the imposex effect where the female 
develops male organs and becomes infertile.   Many other marine species are also affected 

including fish and mammals, directly or indirectly via the food chain, but given the opportunity 
recovery is possible.  Control of the use of TBT in antifouling paints is good in Europe and the 
USA but less effective in Asia and undeveloped countries.  However, it is still used with 

antiseptics in sanitary towels and nappy pants, so it still gets into the environment. Some  
industrial surfactants (used in detergents etc) have estrogenic effects and contaminate even  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toxicity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanomaterials
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
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treated sewage outflows, resulting in feminization in fish (intersex in roach, dabs and flounders) 
and metamorphosis in amphibians’  tadpoles. 
   

Rhys’s theme broke the mould of our usual natural history presentations, by demonstrating 
some of the diverse ways in which human activity is changing our environment.   How we and 

nature address these challenges affects conservation.  Awareness of past mistakes is a good 
thing. The more we observe nature the better our chances of detecting problems and avoiding 
costly errors. 

                                                                           Alan Hopkins 

 

The Dennis Pickering Annual Photo Competition 
The following report appeared in the Tiverton Gazette on 27th January. The photos 

placed in first, second and third places are reproduced below and on the following page. 
  

 
               
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

   
   
 

                           
        First place – Liz Rogers                                
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          Second place – Doris Leader                Third place – Malcolm Randle 

 
Programme Notes – February 2015 

Otters eating trout, mice in the porridge packet, what has Stephen got in store (you might say) 

for “Reflections” this year. Always an evening full of interest and surprises, 7.30pm Friday 20th 
February at St George’s Hall, Tiverton, will tell you. 
 

While the endeavours of the Committee take considerable time and effort over the year the 
summary of their work is thankfully shorter. The AGM is on Friday March 20th  -  all our indoor 

meetings are on the 3rd Friday in the month,  7.30pm at St George’s Hall.  You will hear much 
about “Monkey Business” but not until the formal agenda has been closed. Liz Rogers is giving 
another of her splendid presentations but there is a change of continent to the advertised 

programme; China to Africa, where there is still plenty of monkey business around. 
 

Derek Gow, who is speaking at our April meeting, farms several hundred acres on Dartmoor. 
Having recently been in the national news as well as the local, he will explain in lurid detail the 
necessity of magically transforming murderous Heck cattle into docile salami and sausages. The 

main theme though is to update us on the re- integration of beavers into this country (upon 
which he gave his previous talk) and to give us an insight into the unusual creatures on his 

holding. 
 
The next programme year is from 1st May. 

David Leader 

 

                                              Postscript 
 
Yesterday, Sunday 15th February, I visited Ham Wall, RSPB reserve near Glastonbury on the 
Somerset Levels, a site which the society has previously visited as a group and also by 

individual members.   It is a fabulous site for birds and many other aspects of wildlife but one of 
the problems has always been the limited parking space, where after driving all that way it has 

not been possible to visit because there was nowhere to park.   However, the RSPB have now 
created a massive car park there with display boards and other things of interest, including a 
pond into which water voles have been released.   Access is unrestricted and toilets and a new 

hide are also to be built there. 
 

The possible down side is that there will now be large numbers of visitors, all wanting to use the 
hides and walk  around, especially on fine spring or summer days.  Even yesterday, when it was 
rather gloomy and cold, there were a lot more visitors than in the past but then it was a 

Sunday.  It’s probably best to avoid weekends!  
   Malcolm Randle 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 


